
Latin music continues to inspire music around 
the world. This is a small guide to a few of the 
hidden Cuban music secrets.

The ‘Conga’ music
The music is typical for Cuban Carnivals 

played on congas. The tempo is high and 
starts the party. ‘Congisima’ played by 

the Cuban Spectrum, is conga inspired.

The ‘Changui’ rhythm and song
Changui is part of the national Cuban 
heritage. The style is the signature rythm
of Guantanamo city in the eastern part of 
Cuba, and often played with a Marimbula 
instrument as the bass. Cuban Spectrum 
plays a changui in the song ‘Min Changui’.

Yoruba music 
Afro-Cuban music has roots in the 
Yoruba culture. ‘Erin’ means song in 
Yoruba language and is also the name of 
the Yoruba inspired song, by Cuban 
Spectrum. The lyrics in the ‘Erin’ song 
lists famous Yoruba song titles.

The ‘Danzón’ rhythm
Danzón is a ballroom dance from the 

1800s evolved in Cuba after the Spanish 
colonization. The rhythm repeating in the 

background used in the song ‘New Life’ by 
Cuban Spectrum, is called Syncope, the 

most used rhythm in Danzón.

The ‘Pilon’ rhythm
A Cuban style created by Pacho Alonso

that has influenced the Latin music with
its danceable beat. This rhythm is used in 

‘Tu Pilon’ by Cuban Spectrum.

Band: Alejandro Gispert, Audun Øksendal, Kim Koffeld, Xander Crook (Antonio Torner),
Katherine Espinal, Nadia Christensen
Contact:      @alejandro.gispert & www.ag-sound.com
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